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Design of Low Reynolds Number Airfoils with Trips
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A design philosophy for low Reynolds number airfoils that judiciously combines the tailoring of the airfoil
pressure distribution using a transition ramp with the use of boundary-layer trips is presented. Three airfoils with
systematic changes to the shape of the transition ramp have been designed to study the effect of trips on the airfoil
performance. The airfoils were wind-tunnel tested with various trip locations and at Reynolds numbers of 100,000
and 300,000 to assess the effectiveness of the design philosophy. The results show that the design philosophy was
successfully used in integratinga boundary-layertrip from the outset in the airfoil design process. For the Reynolds
numbers and the range of airfoil shapes considered, however, airfoils designed with trips do not hold any clear
advantage over airfoils designed for good performance in the clean condition.

Nomenclature
Cd = airfoil drag coef� cient based on the chord
C f = local skin-friction coef� cient
Cl = airfoil lift coef� cient based on the chord
Cm = airfoil pitching moment coef� cient

about the quarter-chord location
c = airfoil chord
Re = Reynolds number based on the chord
V = airfoil surface velocity
V1 = freestream velocity
x = chordwise coordinate
® = angle of attack

Subscripts

r = bubble reattachment location
s = laminar separation location
tr = transition location

Introduction

I T is well known that for an airfoil to achieve low drag in a low
Reynolds number .60;000 < Re < 500;000/ environment, it is

important to eliminate or reduce the drag caused by the laminar sep-
aration bubble, referred to here as “bubble drag.”One of the ways of
reducing the bubbledrag is by the use of a transitionramp,1¡7 which
is the long region of adverse pressure gradient used to destabilize
the laminar boundary layer and promote transition while avoiding
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large transitional bubbles. The shape of the transition ramp is also
closely associatedwith the variation of the chordwise transition lo-
cation xtr=c with lift coef� cientCl . The larger the change in the xtr=c
for a given change in Cl , the shallower is the transition curve, and
the lower is the bubble drag. Although a shallower transition curve
results in lower bubble drag, it also results in a smaller Cl range
over which this low drag can be achieved. Thus, the designer has to
make a tradeoff between a decrease in the bubble drag and the Cl

range over which this low drag is achieved.3

A second means of reducing bubble drag is by the use of
boundary-layer trips to completely eliminate or at least reduce the
intensity of the laminar bubble.8;9 Trips are often used to improve
the performance of an airfoil that has a large bubble drag in the
clean con� guration.5;10¡20 Owing to the dif� culties in predicting
the effects of trips even on � at-plate boundary layers,21;22 the use
of trips on low Reynolds number airfoils has primarily relied on
trial-and-error approaches along with wind-tunnel testing15¡19 or
� ight testing.20 The dif� culty with designing low Reynolds number
airfoils with upper-surface trips is that a trip con� guration that is
bene� cial for one airfoil angleof attackand Reynoldsnumbermight
be detrimental for some other operating condition. These tradeoffs
are also highly dependent on the bubble size, intensity, and their
variation with airfoil angle of attack, making the effectivenessof a
trip very much airfoil dependent.

In an effort to better understand the effectivenessof trips in con-
trolling the bubble drag on low Reynolds number airfoils, a system-
atic experimental investigation13 was conductedin the Universityof
Illinois at Urbana–Champaign in 1997.A variety of single and mul-
tiple trip con� gurations were studied and their effects on three low
Reynolds number airfoils were quanti� ed in a series of wind-tunnel
experiments. Surface oil-� ow visualizationwas also performed for
these cases in order to determine the causal factors for the mea-
sured changes in the airfoil drag. Over a Reynolds number range
of 100,000 to 300,000 the study examined the trips effects on three
airfoils that had progressivelyless bubble drag:M06-13-128,E374,
and SD7037. Each airfoil was consideredat a single angle of attack
corresponding to the middle of the drag polar of the corresponding
airfoil, and the investigation focused on the drag bene� t from each
trip con� gurationand chordwiselocationrelative to thecleanairfoil.
The results from the study showed that for the Reynolds numbers
and airfoils considered, 1) there is little advantage in using multi-
ple two-dimensional trips or complex three-dimensional trips over
single two-dimensional trips; 2) dramatic drag reductions are seen
for relatively thin trips, with thicker trips having only incrementally
better performance; 3) the chordwise location of the trip had little
effect on the drag as long as the trip is positioned upstream of the
laminar separation; and 4) at the single angle of attack considered
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for each airfoil, it was not possible to improve the performance of
an airfoil with a large separationbubble using trips to have less drag
than an untripped airfoil with a small bubble.

The current work extends the systematic study in Ref. 13 by
considering three airfoils designed speci� cally for this study with
systematic changesto the upper-surfacetransitionramp and by con-
sidering the trip effects on the entire drag polar instead of at just one
angle of attack. Using the results of the previouswork,13 the current
studyuses just a single trip con� guration:a simple two-dimensional
trip of a single thickness. Although the results from the previous
work showed the relative insensitivity of the drag to trip location
upstream of the laminar separation, the chordwise location of the
trip has been varied in the current study because of the variation in
the chordwise location of the separation bubble that accompanies
changes in airfoil angle of attack.

The primary objective of the current work is to develop a philos-
ophy for the design of low Reynolds number airfoils that integrates
the use of trips from the beginning in the airfoil design process.The
key idea is to judiciously combine the use of a transition ramp to
achievelow bubbledrag over one portionof the drag polarand to use
boundary-layer trips to extend the Cl range over which low bubble
drag is obtained.An aim of the work is to determinewhether an air-
foil designed to use trips will have a better performanceoverall than
one designed for good performance when clean. The performance
comparison in this study extends over a large Cl range as opposed
to a single Cl considered in the earlier work.13

The following section brie� y describes the two common ap-
proaches to achieving low bubble drag, namely, the use of 1) tran-
sition ramps and 2) boundary-layer trips. The design philosophy
developed in the current work to integrate trips in the airfoil design
process is then described.Experimental resultsare then presentedto
demonstrate the effectivenessof the design philosophy. Results for
three airfoils are presented both with and without boundary-layer
trips on the upper surface. The three airfoils have been designed
with systematic changes to the shape of the transitionramp with the
speci� c objective of studying trip effects.

Means of Achieving Low Bubble Drag
As describedearlier, there are two commonmeans used to achieve

low bubble drag on airfoils operating at low Reynolds numbers: 1)
by tailoring the transition curve (transition ramp) and 2) by use
of boundary-layer trips. In this section these two methods will be
examinedbrie� y to understandhow they affect the sizeof the bubble
and the resulting drag.

Effect of the Transition Curve on Drag
The effectof the transitioncurve is demonstratedusing two exam-

ple airfoils A and B adapted from Ref. 7. Figure 1 shows a compari-
son of the geometries and inviscid velocity distributionsfor the two
airfoils. These airfoils were designed using PROFOIL,23;24 a mul-
tipoint inverse airfoil design method based on conformal mapping.

Fig. 1 Inviscid velocity distributions for airfoils A and B to study the
different effects on drag.

Fig. 2 XFOIL predictions for airfoils A and B to illustrate the effects
of changes in the transition ramp on drag.

The two airfoils were designed to have two different shapes for the
transition ramp on the upper surface. The airfoils were then ana-
lyzed using XFOIL,25 a viscous design/analysis method for single-
element airfoils. In this and all of the other XFOIL results presented
in this work, a value of ncrit D 9 has been assumed for the critical
transition ampli� cation factor, and unless otherwise mentioned all
of the analyseshave been conductedusing the free-transitionoption
in which the code computes the transitionlocationas a part of the so-
lution procedure.Figure 2 shows the drag polars and upper-surface
transition curves for a Reynolds number of 200,000. For the sake
of this discussion, the transition ramp is de� ned here as the region
over which the bubble moves gradually as de� ned by the transition
curve.

From Fig. 2 it can be seen that airfoilA has lower drag than airfoil
B at lift coef� cients from around 0:3 to around 0:7, above which
airfoil B has lower drag. Also noticeable is the correlation between
the drag polar and the shape of the upper-surface transition curve.
For the Cl range from 0.3–0.7, where airfoil A has lower drag, the
transition curve for airfoil A is shallower than for airfoil B. That is,
there is a larger change in the value of xtr for airfoil A than for B
over this Cl range. For values of Cl from 0.7–1.2 where airfoil B
has lower drag, the transition curve for airfoil B is shallower than
for A. This � gure shows that the steepness of the transition curve
is a direct indication of the bubble drag. By adjusting the shape of
this curve, it is possible to tailor the drag polar of an airfoil at low
Reynolds numbers.

Figure 2 also includes an overlay of the variation of bubble size
(xr ¡ xs ) with Cl . The size of the bubble for each Cl was obtainedby
determining the chordwise extent over which the local skin-friction
C f , as predictedby XFOIL, was less than or equal to zero. Studying
the bubble-size variation for the two airfoils further illustrates the
connectionbetween the shape of the transition curve and the bubble
drag. The bubble is larger when the transition curve is steeper.

Figure 3 shows the inviscid velocity distributions for airfoil A
at Cl values of 0.5 and 1.0 with the upper-surface bubble location
marked in bold. A similar plot for airfoil B is shown in Fig. 4.
Comparing the velocity drops across the bubble for the four cases,
it can be seen that while airfoil A has a smaller velocity drop than
airfoil B at Cl D 0:5 the situation is reversed for Cl D 1:0. Because
the pressure drag caused by the bubble increases with increasing
velocity drop across the bubble, airfoil A has smaller bubble drag at
the low Cl and larger bubble drag at the higher Cl . Thus, a steeper
transition curve results in a larger bubble and also larger velocity
drop across the bubble causing an increase in bubble drag.

Effect of the Trips on Drag
Trips have been widely used5;8¡20 to improve performance of

airfoils having high bubble drag. As described in Refs. 13 and 14,
trips (when properly designed)can cause a net reduction in the drag
as a consequenceof three main effects: a reduction in bubble drag,
added device drag, and an increase in skin-friction drag. Figure 5,
taken fromRefs. 13 and 14, shows how thecumulativeresult of these
three effects can reduce the overall drag at a particularCl . Clearly, a
trip con� guration can be effective only when the decrease in bubble
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Fig. 3 Inviscid velocity distributions for airfoil A with the locations
of the bubble marked.

Fig. 4 Inviscid velocity distributions for airfoil B with the locations
of the bubble marked.

Fig. 5 Conceptual illus-
tration of trip effects.13;14

drag is signi� cantly greater than the added device drag caused by
protuberance effects of the trip and the added skin friction caused
by loss in laminar � ow. Because of the fact that the bubble location
varies with airfoil angle of attack and the bubble drag varies with
Reynoldsnumber,a tripcon� gurationand locationthat is well suited
for one � ight condition might be ineffectiveor even detrimental for
another condition.Figure 6 shows an examplewhere the use of trips
has resulted in signi� cant drag reductions over a large Cl range for
an airfoil having large bubble drag.

Fig. 6 Effect of a trip on
the E374 polar at Re = 100,000
(data from Ref. 10).

Fig. 7 Effect of � xing transition on the upper surface of airfoil B,
as predicted by XFOIL.

Design Philosophy for Airfoils with Trips
To illustratethe philosophyfor designingairfoils to use trips from

the outset to achieve good performance, the two airfoils A and B
from the preceding section are reconsidered. As seen from Fig. 2,
airfoil B has lower drag at the higher Cl values and has higher drag
at the lower Cl values. As discussed earlier, the higher drag for B at
the lower Cl values is associatedwith the steeper transitioncurve for
this airfoil at these Cl values. A question can now be posed: Would
it be possible to extend the low-drag behavior that airfoil B achieves
at high Cl values to lower Cl conditions by using a boundary-layer
trip to reduce the intensity of the bubble at the lower values of Cl ,
and would such a trip con� guration result in a performance that is
better overall than that of airfoil A?

To explore this option in greater depth, XFOIL was used to study
the effect of � xing the upper-surface transition location on airfoil
B. Figure 7 compares the resulting drag polar with those for the
clean airfoils A and B. As seen from the � gure, the performanceof
airfoil B with transition � xed at 65%c on the upper surface is supe-
rior to those of the clean airfoils A and B. It must be remembered,
however, that when analyzing an airfoil using XFOIL with � xed
transition at a speci� ed location, XFOIL assumes instantaneous
transition from laminar to turbulent � ow at that point and results
in complete elimination of any bubble that might have otherwise
occurred downstream of that point. In reality, however, the distur-
bance resulting from trips on low Reynoldsnumber airfoilsdoes not
always cause instantaneoustransition at the trip location.As the ex-
perimental results of Ref. 13 show, trips on airfoils at low Reynolds
numbers often need to be located several tenths of chord upstream
of a bubble to signi� cantly diminish the bubble intensity. Many trip
con� gurations are also unsuccessful in completely eliminating the
bubble. Also no device drag is assumed in the XFOIL when � xing
transition.
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In spite of the limitations of XFOIL in accurately modeling
boundary-layer trips, the results in Fig. 7 do provide con� dence
that a judiciouscombinationof the transitionramp and a boundary-
layer trip can result in an airfoil having a better performanceoverall
than one designed for good performance when clean. The results
from Fig. 7 also show that an airfoil designed for use with trips
will need to have the transitionramp tailored so that it results in low
drag at the highervalues of Cl with a shallowslope for the transition
curve at these values of Cl . The consequence of a shallow transi-
tion curve at the high Cl conditions is that the curve ends up with a
steep slope at the low Cl conditions.As a result, such an airfoil has
large bubble drag at the low Cl conditions.The boundary-layertrip,
located on the upper surface at a forward location can be used to
diminish the bubble at low values of Cl and “extend” the low drag
achieved at the high values of Cl . The design philosophy,therefore,
involves tailoring of the transition ramp to result in low Cd at the
high-Cl conditions via the use of a shallow transition-curve slope
and combining it with the use of boundary-layer trips to avoid the
large bubble drag associated with the steep transition-curve slope
that resultsat the lowerCl conditions.Owing to the fact that there are
no readily available computer programs that can accurately predict
the effect of trips, experimental studies need to be made to deter-
mine the optimum trip location as well as the effectiveness of the
design philosophy.

Experimental Investigation
In an effort to better understand the tradeoffs involved in de-

signing airfoils that judiciously combine the effect of the transition
ramp and a boundary-layer trip, three airfoils were designed us-
ing PROFOIL23;24 speci� cally for this study with systematically
varying transition ramps on the upper surfaces. Figure 8 shows the
three airfoils SA7024, SA7025, and SA7026 and inviscid velocity
distributions at a Cl of 0.6. Figures 9 and 10 show the predicted
performance for the three airfoils at Reynolds numbers of 100,000
and 300,000. The systematic variations in the transitionramps (i.e.,
shapes of the xtr=c curves) for the three airfoils are clearly seen.
One of the design objectives was that the extents of the low-drag
ranges of these airfoils should be similar. For this objective to be
satis� ed in combinationwith the fact that the three airfoils have dif-
ferent transition-ramp shapes, it was necessary to design the three
airfoils to have three different thicknesses.As a result, the SA7024,
SA7025, and the SA7026 have maximum thickness-to-chordratios
of 7, 8, and 9%, respectively.

Only a brief description of the experimental apparatus is pro-
vided here; more details are available in Refs. 11, 12, and 14. The

Fig. 8 SA702x airfoils and inviscid velocity distributions.

Fig. 9 XFOIL predictionsfor the SA702xairfoil series atRe of100,000.

Fig. 10 XFOIL predictions for the SA702x airfoil series at Re of
300,000.

experimentswereperformedin theUniversityof Illinoisopen-return
subsonic wind tunnel. The rectangular test-section dimensions are
approximately 2:8 £ 4 ft in cross section and 8-ft long. To ensure
good � ow quality in the test section, the tunnel settling chamber
contains a 4-in.-thick honeycomb and four antiturbulence screens,
resulting in a turbulence level of less than 0.1% over the Reynolds
number range tested.11 The airfoil models were machined from
polyurethane RenShape® using a numerically-controlled machine,
structurally reinforced, then sanded and painted.

To isolate the ends of the airfoil model from the tunnel side-
wall boundary layers and the outer support hardware, the airfoil
models were mounted horizontally between two 3/8-in.-thick,6-ft-
long Plexiglas® splitter plates. Gaps between the model and splitter
plates were nominally 0.05 in. All models had a 12-in. chord and
33 5/8-in. span. One side of the model was free to pivot. At this
locationthe angleof attackwas measuredusinga potentiometer.The
other side of the model was free to move vertically on a precision
ground shaft, but it was not free to rotate. A load cell restrained
the motion of the model and measured the lift force. Linear and
spherical ball bearings within the lift carriage helped to minimize
any frictional effects.

The drag was obtained from the momentum method. To ensure
thatthewakehad relaxedto tunnelstaticpressure,thewakemeasure-
ments were performed 14.8 in. (approximately 1.25 chord lengths)
downstreamof the model trailing edge. Each vertical wake traverse
consisted of between 20 and 80 total-head pressure measurements
(depending on the wake thickness) with points nominally spaced
0.08 in. apart. Owing to spanwise wake nonuniformities,26;27 wake-
pro� le measurementswere taken at several spanwise locationsover
the center of the model span. For the wake measurements made at
the lower Reynolds number of 100,000, eight spanwise locations
spaced 1.5 in. apart were used. At the higher Reynolds number of
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300,000, the wake traverse measurements were made at four span-
wise locations spaced 4 in. apart. In either case, the resulting drag
coef� cients were then averaged to obtain the drag at a given angle
of attack.

The lift, drag, and angle-of-attackmeasurements were corrected
to account for the effects of solid blockage, wake blockage, and
streamlinecurvature.28 The velocitywas not only corrected for solid
and wake blockage but also for a “circulation effect” that is unique
to setups that make use of splitter plates. For the current tests the
freestream velocity rather than being measured far upstream was
measured between the splitter plates for higher accuracy. Because
the pitot-staticprobe that was used to measure the freestreamveloc-
ity was located fairly close to the model, the probe measurements
were thereforecorrected for airfoil circulationeffects so as to obtain
the true freestream test-section speed. The details of this correction
procedure can be found in Ref. 29.

Overall uncertainty in the lift coef� cient is estimated to be 1.5%.
The drag measurement error comes from three sources: accuracy
of the data-acquisition instruments, repeatability of the measure-
ments, and the locations of the particular wake pro� les used to de-
termine the average drag coef� cient. Based partly on the error anal-
ysis method presented in Refs. 30 and 31, the uncertaintycaused by
the instruments and measurement repeatability are less than 1 and
1.5%, respectively.Based on a statistical analysis (for a 95% con� -
dence interval) of the spanwise drag results for the E374 airfoil26 at
® D 4 deg, the uncertaintiescaused by the spanwise variationswere
estimated to be approximately 1.5% at and above Re D 200;000.
The current airfoils are expected to have approximately the same
uncertainties.A more detaileddiscussionof this topic is presentedin
Ref. 27. For the angle-of-attacksensor, the uncertainty is estimated
to be 0.08 deg.

To determine the accuracy of airfoil pro� les, each model was
digitized with a Brown and Sharpe coordinate measuring machine.
Approximately 80 points were taken around each airfoil, and the
spacingbetween points was approximatelyproportionalto the local
curvature.Thus, near the leadingand trailing edges, the spacingwas
relatively small, whereas over the midchord it was no greater than
0.7 in. These measured coordinates were compared with the true
coordinates using a two-dimensional least-squares approach (rota-
tion and vertical translation), which yielded an average difference
of approximately 0.010 in. or less for all airfoils discussed in this
paper.

Data taken on the E387 model for Reynolds numbers of 200;000
and 460,000 are presented in Ref. 11 and compare well with
data taken in the NASA Langley Low-Turbulence Pressure Tun-
nel (LTPT).30 Moreover, surface oil-� ow visualization taken to de-
termine the laminar separation and oil-accumulation lines showed
that the lines agreed with NASA Langley LTPT data to within 1–
2% of chord.13 This good agreement serves to validate the current
experiments.

Experimental Results
In this paper the experimental resultsare presentedfor the airfoils

SA7024,SA7025, and SA7026 at Reynoldsnumbersof 100,000and
300,000 and for � ve conditions: clean, trip at 0.1c, trip at 0.2c, trip
at 0.3c, and trip at 0.4c.

All of the boundary-layertrips used in this studywere constructed
by using multiple layersof pressure-sensitivegraphic tape, resulting
in a total thickness of 0.0135 in. and a width of 0.125 in. They were
placed on the airfoil such that the aft end of the tape was at the
speci� ed x=c location on the upper surface. In all cases the trips
used were placed on the upper surfaces of the airfoil, and the lower
surface was left clean.

In this section the experimental results for three airfoils in the
clean condition are � rst presented. These results serve to compare
experimentaldata with theXFOIL predictions.Next a matrixof drag
polars is presented for the three airfoils and the four trip locations.
In each polar plot the drag polars for that airfoil and trip location at
Reynolds numbers of 100,000 and 300,000 are compared with the
polars for the same airfoil in the clean condition at these Reynolds
numbers.This matrixof polarsallowscomparisonof drag for a given

Fig. 11 Clean drag polars for Re = 100,000.

Fig. 12 Clean drag polars for Re = 300,000.

airfoil and different trip locations as well as for a given trip location
for the three different airfoils. The last subsection then presents a
comparison of the performance between the clean SA7024 and the
trippedSA7026 in order to assessthedesignphilosophyof designing
an airfoil optimized for trippedperformanceto outperforman airfoil
optimized for clean performance.

Results with No Trip
Figures 11 and 12 show the experimental results for the three

airfoils at Reynolds numbers of 100,000 and 300,000. Comparing
the results in these � gures with the XFOIL predictions in Figs. 9
and 10, it is clear that the trends between the predictions compare
well with those seen in the experiments. It is also seen that the
design objectiveshave been satis� ed. Comparison of the results for
Re D 100,000 between the predictions and the experiments shows
that XFOIL predicts lower drag in the portions of the polars where
bubble drag is dominant. In the present study, however, the XFOIL
code has been primarily used as an analysis tool to design airfoils
with systematicvariations in performance,and not necessarilywith
an aim of accurately predicting the absolute performance of each
airfoil.

Comparison of Drag Polars
Figures 13–15 show the comparison of the tripped-airfoilperfor-

mance with that of the clean airfoil for the two Reynolds numbers
of 100,000 and 300,000 for the three SA702x airfoils. All four trip
locations have been considered.

Comparison of the tripped-airfoil polars for the SA7024 in
Figs. 13a–13d for Re D 100,000 shows that all of the four trip lo-
cations are in general equally effective at reducing the bubble drag
as compared with the clean case. At Cl D 0:4, the 0.3c and 0.4c
trip locations result in an approximately 0.002 greater reduction in
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a) Trip at 0.1c

b) Trip at 0.2c

c) Trip at 0.3c

d) Trip at 0.4c

Fig. 13 Drag polars for the SA7024.

Cd as compared with the more forward trip locations.At the higher
Reynoldsnumberof 300,000there is clear increasein Cd for the 0.1c
and 0.2c cases relative to the clean airfoil at Cl around 0.75. This
increase in drag decreases progressively with aft movement of the
trip location and can be attributed to increasingamounts of laminar
� ow with the aft movement of the trip location. The optimum loca-
tion of the trip for the SA7024 airfoil is at 0.4c. At this location there
is a reduction in drag around Cl of 0.4 at Re D 100,000. Although
there is small increase in Cd around Cl D 0.1 at Re D 100,000, the
airfoil on an airplane wing operates at higher Reynolds numbers at
lower Cl values, and hence it can be expected that at Cl D 0.1 the
operating Reynolds number will be closer to 300,000.

Figures 14a–14d present the results for the SA7025 airfoil. It is
seen that for the SA7025 trips at all of the four locations reduce
the Cd at Re D 100,000 over the range of Cl values where there is
signi� cant bubble drag. However, the magnitude of drag reduction
at any particular Cl within this range depends on the location of the
boundary-layertrip. At Cl values around0.3, aft trip locations result
in larger drag reduction owing to increased laminar � ow. At Cl of
around 0.8, the bubble has moved forward to around 0.4c. At this
condition the aft trip locationsbecome less effective in reducing the
drag particularly when the laminar separation location is upstream
of the trip. A more forward location of the trip is therefore more
effective at Cl of 0.8. In contrast, for the Re D 300,000 case, where
bubble drag is less dominant, the forward trip locations result in
higher drag around Cl of 0.8 owing to greater loss in laminar � ow.
All of the trip locations show a reduction in Cd of approximately
0.001–0.002over the cleanairfoilcase at Re D 300,000andCl in the
range of 0 to 0.4. Examination of the results shows that the 0.4c trip
location appears to be the most bene� cial location for this airfoil.

a) Trip at 0.1c

b) Trip at 0.2c

c) Trip at 0.3c

d) Trip at 0.4c

Fig. 14 Drag polars for the SA7025.

At this trip location there is a modest reduction in the bubble drag
at Re D 100,000 along with a reduction in Cd at the low Cl values
and the higher Reynolds number. In particular, at this trip location
there is no degradation in performancewhen compared with that of
the clean airfoil.

The effect of different trip locationson the SA7026 airfoil, shown
in Figs. 15a–15d, is similar to that on the SA7025. At a Cl of
around 0.4, the aft trip locations result in higher drag reductions
at Re D 100,000 because of a greater loss in laminar � ow when
compared with the more forward trip locations. At Cl values in the
vicinityof 0.8, the forwardtrip locationsresult in greaterbubbledrag
reductions for Re D 100,000 because the trip is more upstream of
the bubble.At the higher Reynolds number of 300,000, the forward
trip locations result in an increase in the drag when compared with
the clean airfoil because of increased skin friction resulting from
loss in laminar � ow. At the higher Reynolds numbers and lower Cl

values of around 0.2, all of the trip locations result in a reduction
in the drag over the clean airfoil. The optimum trip location for the
SA7026 seems to be at 0.2c.

Comparison of the Tripped SA7026 with the Clean SA7024
In this subsection a comparison of lift and drag data is presented

in order to assess whether or not it is possible to design a low
Reynolds number airfoil with a trip to have overall better perfor-
mance than an airfoil designed for good performance when clean.
For this purpose, the SA7024 airfoil is taken as an example of an
airfoil designedforgoodperformancewhen clean.The performance
of the clean SA7024 is compared with that of the tripped SA7026
in Fig. 16. Although the SA7026 has poor performance in the clean
condition, the 0.2c trip location signi� cantly improves the overall
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a) Trip at 0.1c

b) Trip at 0.2c

c) Trip at 0.3c

d) Trip at 0.4c

Fig. 15 Drag polars for the SA7026.

Fig. 16 Comparisonofthe0.2c-trippedSA7026with theclean SA7024.

performance of this airfoil. These results, therefore, serve as good
examples of airfoils designed for good performance in the tripped
condition using the design philosophy described in the preceding
section.

In making the assessment, the differences in performance at the
lower Cl are studied at the higher Reynolds number of 300,000,
whereas the differences in the polars at the higher Cl are evaluated
at the lower Reynolds number of 100,000. Such a comparison is
necessary for a wing airfoil as it takes into account the change in

Reynoldsnumber as a result of changes in � ight speedof an airplane
in rectilinear � ight.

Comparisonof thepolarsin Fig. 16 shows that the trippedSA7026
airfoil has a noticeably better performance than the clean SA7024
at Re D 100,000 and Cl values of around 1.0. At the low Cl values
of around 0.3, however, the tripped SA7026 has higher drag than
the clean SA7024 at Re D 300,000. This shows that for the range
of Reynolds numbers and airfoil shapes considered in this study,
the design philosophydescribed in the precedingsection has not re-
sulted in a trippedairfoilwith an uncompromisedimprovementover
a clean airfoil at all � ight conditions. The tripped airfoil does show
an improvement at the high-Cl , lower Reynolds number condition,
but this improvement is compromisedby a small, but important loss
in performance at the low-Cl , higher Reynolds number condition.

Conclusions
A study has been presented to assess whether it is possible to

design low Reynolds number airfoils to make judicious use of both
transition ramps and boundary-layertrips in order to achieve a bet-
ter performance overall when compared to an airfoil designed for
the clean condition.A design philosophyhas been presented for de-
signing low Reynolds number airfoils to have good performance in
the tripped condition.For this study a series of three airfoils was de-
signed with systematic changes to the shape of the transition ramp.
The three airfoils were wind-tunnel tested at Reynolds numbers of
100,000 and 300,000 and at � ve conditions:clean, and with the trip
located on the upper surface at 0.1c, 0.2c, 0.3c, and 0.4c.

An analysis of the results shows that for the Reynolds-number
range and the airfoils considered in this study the airfoil opti-
mized for the tripped conditionhas lower drag at the high-Cl , lower
Reynolds number condition when compared with the airfoil opti-
mized for cleanperformance.But this improvementis compromised
by a small, but noticeable loss in performance at the low-Cl , higher
Reynolds number condition. Thus, for the Reynolds numbers and
airfoil shapes considered in the study, it was not possible to de-
sign an airfoil with trips to have a clear advantage over an airfoil
designed for good performance in the clean condition. This study
also con� rms the perhaps well-known fact that for a given airfoil,
a single trip location is not the optimum for different � ight con-
ditions. The wind-tunnel data gathered as a part of this systematic
study, however, serves as a useful database for the development of
empirical and computational methods for analysis of airfoils with
trips.

It is also likely that a tripped airfoil can prove to be advantageous
for design situations that need thicker airfoils than those considered
in this study or where the operatingReynolds numbers are less than
100,000. At these conditions the dominant drag contribution is the
pressure drag from the laminar separation bubble—the adverse ef-
fects of which are best mitigated by designing the airfoil to take
advantage of boundary-layer trips. Owing to the lack of good air-
foil analysis methods that can predict the effects of trips, airfoils
designed to use trips currently need extensive and systematic wind-
tunnel experimental investigation as a part of the design process.
For this reason the study highlights the needs for the development
of empirical and computationalmodels that can account for the dif-
ferent effects of boundary-layer trips during the design stages of a
low Reynolds number airfoil.
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